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MEETING:

JOINT POLICY ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

DATE:

October 13, 2005

TIME:

7:30 A.M.

PLACE:

Council Chambers, Metro Regional Center

7:30

CALL TO ORDER AND DECLARATION OF A QUORUM

Rex Burkholder, Chair

7:30

INTRODUCTIONS

Rex Burkholder, Chair

7:35

CITIZEN COMMUNICATIONS

7:40

CONSENT AGENDA
*

7:45

Consideration of JPACT Minutes for September 15, 2005
ACTION ITEMS

*

8:00

8:10

Rex Burkholder, Chair

Resolution No. 05-3616, for the purpose of updating the work
program for corridor refinement planning through 2020 JPACT APPROVAL REQUESTED

Bridget Wieghart (Metro)

DISCUSSION ITEMS

*

STIP Update/ Funding Levels - INFORMATION

Jason Tell (ODOT)

RTO Update and Ride Share Program Recommendations INFORMATION

Pam Peck (Metro)
Stuart Anderson (UrbanTrans
Consultants)

8:30

Congresswoman Darlene Hooley

8:55

OTHER COMMITTEE BUSINESS

Rex Burkholder, Chair

9:00

ADJOURN

Rex Burkholder, Chair

Material available electronically.
Material to be emailed at a later date.
Material provided at meeting.
All material will be available at the meeting.

Please call 503-797-1916 for a paper copy

Possible additional resolves for discussion:

The recommendations of the Highway 217, 1-205 and I-5/99W Connector
Corridor Studies shall be[reassessed]inlight of the findings of the Outer
Southwest Area Corridor Study.

The recommendations of the Outer Southwest Area, I-205, Highway 217 and I5/99W Connector Corridor Studies shall be reassessed upon completion of the
2040 review and in light of any conclusions it reaches.
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JOINT POLICY ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
September 15, 2005
Metro Regional Center - Council Chambers
MEMBERS PRESENT
Rex Burkholder, Chair
Lynn Peterson
Maria Rojo de Steffey
Paul Thalhofer
Bill Kennemer
Rob Drake
Roy Rogers
Matthew Garrett
Dick Pedersen
Fred Hansen
Don Wagner

AFFILIATION
Metro Council
City of Lake Oswego, representing Cities of Clackamas County
Multnomah County
City of Troutdale, representing Cities of Multnomah County
Clackamas County
City of Beaverton, representing Cities of Washington County
Washington County
Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - Region 1)
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
TriMet
Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT)

MEMBERS ABSENT AFFILIATION
Metro Council
Rod Park, Vice Chair
Metro Council
Brian Newman
City of Portland
Sam Adams
Clark County
Steve Stuart
City of Vancouver
Royce Pollard
Port of Portland
Bill Wyatt
ALTERNATES PRESENT

AFFILIATION

Chuck Becker
Susie Lahsene
Jay Waldron

City of Gresham, representing Cities of Multnomah County
Port of Portland
Port of Portland

GUESTS PRESENT

AFFILIATION

Kathy Busse
Roland Chlapowski
Olivia Clark
JefDalin
Rob DeGraff
Fred Eberle

Washington County
City of Portland
TriMet
Councilor, City of Cornelius
Columbia River Crossing
ODOT

GUESTS PRESENT(cont)

AFFILIATION

Rob Foster
Mark Garrity
John Gillam
Kathryn Harrington
Norm King
Charlotte Lehan
Tom Markgraf
Grey Miller
Sharon Nasset
Dave Nordberg
Ron Papsdorf
John Rist
Karen Schilling
Lainie Smith
James Whitty
John Wiebke
Rex Wong

Forest Grove
PB
City of Portland
Citizen, Washington County
West Linn
Wilsonville
Columbia River Crossing
AGC
ETA
DEQ
City of Gresham
Clackamas County
Multnomah County
Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - Region 1)
ODOT
City of Hillsboro
Columbia River Crossing

STAFF
Richard Brandman
Jessica Martin
Gina Whitehill-Baziuk
I.

Andy Cotugno
Robin McArthur
Bridget Wieghart

Kim Ellis
Randy Tucker

CALL TO ORDER, DECLARATION OF A QUORUM. INTRODUCTIONS AND
WELCOME OF NEW MEMBERS

Chair Rex Burkholder called the meeting to order and declared a quorum at 7:38 a.m.
III.

CITIZEN COMMUNICATIONS

There were none.
IV.
COMMENTS FROM THE CHAIR
Chair Burkholder announced the West Coast Corridor Collation would meet on October 6l and
7th. Questions regarding the WCCC should be directed to Ms. Bridget Wieghart. He also noted
that the Oregon MPO Collation would meet on November 4th and 5 l .
V.

CONSENT AGENDA

Minutes
Ms. Maria Rojo De Steffey requested that the meeting minutes from the July 14th meeting reflect
Mr. Lonnie Roberts as being present.
Mr. Kennemer requested that the August 11 th minutes be amended to show Mr. Jay Lyman as
presenter of the Sunrise Corridor presentation.
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ACTION TAKEN: Mr. Fred Hansen moved to approve the July 14 and August 11 th meeting
minutes as amended. Hearing no objections, the motion passed.
VI.

DISCUSSION ITEMS

RESOLUTION NO. 05-3616, FOR THE PURPOSE OF UPDATING THE WORK
PROGRAM FOR CORRIDOR REFINMENT PLANNING THROUGH 2020
Ms. Bridget Wieghart appeared before the committee to report on Resolution No. 05-3616,
which would update the work program for corridor refinement planning through 2020. Ms.
Wieghart provided a brief history.
Ms. Wieghart directed the committee's attention to Exhibit A, an updated work program for
corridor refinement planning through 2020. Based upon jurisdictional interest and the following
criteria: 1) Support of key 2040 land uses; 2) Congestion; 3) Support of 2040 transit plans 4)
Support of 2040 freight goals; and 5) Safety and reliability, four new planning efforts are
recommended in the 2006-2010 planning period. Ms. Wieghart briefly described each corridor.
Ms. Wieghart stated that the Metro Policy Advisory Committee (MPAC) reviewed the resolution
and proposed adding a 7l Resolve, stating:
That Corridor Planning has important land use and transportation implications. Therefore, the
Metro Policy Advisory Committee (MPAC) and the Joint Policy Advisory Committee (JPACT)
and their respective staff shall work together to coordinate the development of the studies to
ensure achievement of regional and local land use and transportation objectives.
Mr. Matt Garrett stated that he supports the program and direction, but feels that this
conversation is occurring prematurely. He prefers to wait until the 1-205 South corridor ^
reconnaissance is complete.
Mr. Fred Hansen stated that it was his understanding that this proposal had been developed over
a period of time and questioned why some of the issues were not resolved at TPAC.
Ms. Lynn Peterson stated that she would like to have information on how the various segments
within the 1-5 South corridor affect one another.
Ms. Wieghart provided another copy of resolution 05-3616 (included as part of this meeting
record). This version contained updated language in the resolves, which made an effort to
address several issues including the clarification that this is a guideline, intended as a work
program that will be monitored and updated annually as part of the Unified Planning Work
Program (UPWP).
After discussion, Mr. Garrett indicated that his issues could be addressed within the next month,
so the proposal could come back to the next meeting.
Chair Burkholder agreed to hold on Resolution 05-3616 until October so that concerns brought
up by Mr. Garrett and connectivity concerns from Ms. Peterson could be resolved.
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Mr. Hansen stated that while the planning process is some of the most important work done at
JPACT, very little time is spent on planning as compared to debating specific projects. Mr.
Hansen suggested that next year the committee become engaged in the planning process in a
broader sense, which would in turn ease the project-by-project discussion.
Oregon Innovative Partnerships Program (OIPP)
Mr. Jim Whitty appeared before the committee to present information on ODOT's Oregon
Innovative Partnerships Program. His presentation included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review of the Oregon Innovative Partnerships Program
Review of the current OIPP Procurement for three highway projects
Procurement Methods
OIPP Agreements
OIPP Public Records, Disclosure Exemptions
Relevant provision of OIPP Law
Characteristics of Pre-Development Agreements
Evaluation and selection timeline
Local consultation

A handout containing preliminary comments/questions regarding responses was distributed
(included as part of this meeting record).
Bill Kennemer requested that the reference to a non-refundable private contribution be
eliminated to allow preliminary scoping work.
After discussion, the committee agreed to add a comment stressing the need for a major public
education and outreach campaign. In addition to undertaking a major public involvement as part
of a specific project, the program should also hold public meetings with affected City Councils
and County Commissions to inform the public and obtain input prior into entering into a predevelopment agreement and initiate a major campaign to inform the public about the reasons the
state is pursuing this program.
Chair Burkholder noted that the comments discussed by the committee would be added to the
comment sheet and sent along with a formal letter addressed to the Oregon Transportation
Commission.
RTP Expanded Updates
Chair Burkholder announced that Metro is in the process of developing a work scope for an
expanded 2005-08 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) update that incorporates the "budgeting
for outcomes" approach to establishing regional transportation priorities. The approach involves
a sharpening of regional priorities based on community values and willingness to pay for
transportation investments. The proposed expansion of the 2005-08 RTP update will address the
disconnect between transportation funding constraints, future system needs and the longstanding
fiscal shortfall that results. This effort will set the ground rules for the RTP update by
establishing how much citizens are willing to pay for transportation services and infrastructure in
the Metro region. The first task is to establish public expectations and will be largely completed
by consultants.
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JPACT Membership
A JPACT membership handbook was provided to each JPACT member and alternate. Chair
Burkholder directed the committees1 attention to the handbook's cover memo, which addressed
the role of JPACT. Due to time constraints, Chair Burkholder noted that a review of this item
would take place at next month's meeting.
JPACT Work plans
Two handouts were provided (included as part of this meeting record) that listed future JPACT
and JPACT Finance meeting topics.
VII.

OTHER COMMITTEE BUSINESS

Chair Burkholder announced the Get Centered! event in Vancouver at 4:30pm tonight.
VIII.

ADJOURN

There being no further business, Chair Rex Burkholder adjourned the meeting at 9:15 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Jessica Martin
Recording Secretary
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BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL

FOR THE PURPOSE OF UPDATING THE
WORK PROGRAM FOR CORRIDOR
REFINEMENT PLANNING THROUGH 2020.

)
)
)

RESOLUTION NO. 05-3616
Introduced by Councilor Rex Burkholder

WHEREAS, The Oregon Transportation Planning Rule requires metropolitan planning agencies
to identify areas where refinement planning is required to develop needed transportation projects and
programs not included in the Transportation System Plan; and
WHEREAS, Chapter 6 of the 2004 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), sections 6.7.5 and 6.7.6,
identifies transportation corridors where multi-modal refinement planning is needed before specific
projects and actions that meet the identified need can be adopted by the Regional Transportation Plan
(RTP); and
WHEREAS, on July 26, 2001 the Metro Council adopted Resolution No 01-3089, for the purpose
of endorsing the findings and recommendations of the Corridor Initiatives Project, which developed a
work program that prioritized corridor refinement studies; and
WHEREAS, the Corridor Refinement Work Program was adopted as an amendment to the RTP
in the fall of 2001; and
WHEREAS, the resolution called for monitoring and updating of Corridor Refinement Work
Program as part of the Unified Work Program process; and
WHEREAS, significant work has been completed on a number of corridors. In addition,
decisions regarding the urban growth boundary and other significant land use changes over the past
several years make it timely to revisit the corridor planning priorities for future planning periods; and
WHEREAS, in the fall of 2004, Metro conyened a working group of the Transportation Policy
Alternatives Committee (TPAC) to update the work program for the 2006-2010 planning period; and
WHEREAS, there was involvement by the jurisdictions in the process. The TPAC working
group consisted of representatives from the Washington, Multnomah and Clackamas Counties, the Cities
of Portland, Gresham and Wilsonville, the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT), the Port of
Portland and TriMet; and
WHEREAS, the TPAC working group reviewed the status of corridor planning throughout the
region, considered the technical evaluation that was completed in 2001 and discussed changes that might
affect corridor planning priorities for the 2006-2010 planning period; and

WHEREAS, the Exhibit "A" of this resolution contains the Updated Work Program for Corridor
Refinement Planning through 2020; now therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED that the Metro Council,
1. That the Updated Work Program for Corridor Refinement Planning through 2020 (Exhibit "A") is
hereby approved and adopted as a guideline for planning work in these corridors. It will be
monitored and updated as part of the Unified Work Program. The work program also includes
Resolution No. 05-3616
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references proposed project development work (e.g. Environmental Impact Studies and
Engineoringengineering), which are approved and funded through the Metropolitan
Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP) and the Statewide Transportation Improvement
Program (ST1P) processes. It will be monitored and updated as part of the Unified Work
Program.
2. Directs staff to prepare a proposed amendment to the RTP to add the 1-405 Loop Corridor to the
list of corridors needing major refinement plans in Chapter 6 of Metro's RTP by a future RTP
amendment. The City of Portland will bring the recommendations of the recently completed 1-405
Loop Analysis to TPAC, the Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation (JPACT) and
the Metro Council for review and study steps will be agreed to as part of that process
3. Recognizes that the 2006-2010 planning period will include major new planning initiatives for
the 1-205 South Corridor, the Outer Southwest Area Transportation study, the 1-405 Loop
Corridor and East Multnomah County I-84/US 26 Connector Corridor. The northern terminus of
the 1-205 corridor will be determined by the current corridor reconnaissance and JPACT and may
result in a decision to merge the north and south corridor studies into a single corridor.
4. Directs that the East Multnomah County I-84/US 26 Connector Corridor may be completed in
conjunction with Phase II of the Powell/Foster Corridor and will be coordinated with the
Damascus and Springwater area concept planning studies.
5. Concurs that Metro and ODOT will lead planning for the 1-205, the Outer Southwest area and the
East Multnomah County I-84/US 26 Connector corridor studies and the City of Portland and
ODOT will lead the 1-405 Loop Corridor Study. Corridor, ODOT and Metro will co lead the
Outer Southwest Area Transportation Study, the City of Portland and ODOT will lead the I 105
Loop Corridor and Metro will lead planning for the East Multnomah County I 8f1/US 26
Connector study. The lead agencies will provide staff support, will include appropriate
jurisdictions in the planning process and will develop a work program and budget. The
commencement of the 1-405 corridor planning work is dependent upon the City of Portland
obtaining needed funds.
6. Directs staff to work with TriMet and other jurisdictions to develop a transit system plan and
transit corridor priorities in the 2006-2010 time frame.
7. Concurs that Corridor Planning has important land use and transportation implications.
Therefore, the Metro Policy Advisory Committee (MPAC) and JPACT and their respective staff
shall work together to coordinate the development of the studies to ensure achievement of
regional and local land use and transportation objectives.

ADOPTED by the Metro Council this

day of

, 2005.

David Bragdon, Council President
Approved as to Form:

Daniel B. Cooper, Metro Attorney
Resolution No. 05-3616
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Exhibit A to Resolution 05-3616
C o r r i d o r and K e y

Updated Work Program for Corridor Refinement Planning Through 2020

Facilities

First Planning Period
( 2 0 0 1 - 2005)

Second Planning Period
(2006 - 2010)

I-5 ( N o r t h ) Corridor -I-5 from I-84 to Vancouver

I - 5 Trade Corridor Study
Completed

Financial Plan/EIS/Preliminary Engineering
Study Initiated

P o w e l l / Foster Corridor - Powell Blvd. from the west end
of Ross Island Bridge to Gresham. Foster Road from Powell to
Hwy. 212 Damascus.

Corridor Planning - Phase I
Study Completed

Phase II Planning, Powell Street design,
Environmental Impact Study and Preliminary
Engineering of I-205 Interchange*

Corridor Planning
Study Initiated

Environmental Impact Study and Preliminary
Engineering*

Complete Refinement Planning and EIS for Unit 1
Study Initiated

Begin Unit Two Environmental Study*

Transit/Pedestrian/Bike Transportation Demand
Management Study/South of the Sellwood Bridge
Study Initiated

Environmental Assessment/DEIS and
Preliminary Engineering to Lake Oswego

Corridor Planning On-Going

Highway 217 Corridor - Hwy. 217 from Sunset Hwy. To
I-5
Sunrise Corridor • Hwy. 212/224 from I-205 toUS26.

Willamette Shoreline/Highway 43 Corridor Portland to Oregon City.
I-5 to Highway 99W Connector - Tualatin- Sherwood
Road from I-5 to Hwy. 99W. Hwy. 99W from Tualatin-Sherwood
RoadtoBell Road.

Southern Alignment Study; Complete Exceptions; Right-ofWay Preservation Analysis; Corridor Planning
Initiated

McLoughlin and Hwy. 224 Corridor - Hwy. 99E from
Hawthorne Blvd to Oregon City. Hwy. 224 from McLoughlin Blvd.
To I - 205.

South Transit Corridor EIS and Preliminary Engineering
Initiated

New Major Corridor Refinements Recommended in the Second Period
East Multnomah County I-84 to US 26 Connector
Freight Data Collection Study, Initiated, North-South
Corridor -IdentitymajorconncectionfromI-84toUS26.
reconnaissance Completed.
I-205 (South) CorridorfromI-5toJohnsonCrk.Blvd.
Outer Southwest AreaI-5fromHwy.99WinTigardto
Wilsonville surrounding area and facility connections.

I-405 Loop -I-5andI-405fromFreemonttoRossIsland
Bridges and adjacent land use districts.

Corridor Reconnaissance Planning Initiated
Boeckman Road Interchange Study

Corridor Reconnaissance Study Completed
Transit AA initiated

LRT and Streetcar System Plan & Corridor
Priorities (2006-2010)
Other Corridors

Complete Corridor Plan and Environmental
Impact Study

Complete South Corridor Phase II EIS/PE

Barbur Blvd./I-5 Corridor - Hwy. 99W and I-5 from
I - 4 0 5 to Tigard.

Complete Corridor Planning; Possible
Environmental Impact Study

Reconnaissance and Corridor Planning

to Cornelius Pass Road

NE Portland Highway Corridor - Columbia Blvd.
from BurgardtoKillingsworth, Lombard from I - 5 to
Killingsworth, and KiIIingsworth from Lombard to I - 205.

I-205 (North) Corridor -I-205 from Hwy. 224 to
Vancouver.
Banfield ( I - 8 4 ) Corridor -I - 84 from I - 5 to Troutdale.

Environmental Impact Study*

Corridor Planning; Initiate Environmental study
of priority improvements
Transit System Plan

Corridor Planning
Construct Southbound Turning lane on Highwy 213
Study Completed

Implement Funded Recommendations of
Highway 213 Design Study

Refine scope of work in next RTP update.
Refinement and Environmental Assessment of Hwy. 26
Widening to Cornell, Barnes Road design/construction.
Design Complete/Construction started

Refine Corridor Planning and Design
Initiate Corridor Planning. Begin Environmental
Assessment/Environmental Impact Statement
Process

Implement Transit Service Improvements and Elements of
the Barbur Streetscape Plan (not all streetscape)
Study Initiated

TV Highway Corridor - Tualatin Valley Hwy. from Hwy.
217 to downtown Hillsboro.
Sunset Highway Corridor • us 26 from I-405

Corridor Planning for Highway Improvements

Corridor Planning; National Highway and
Preserve Right of Way; Environmental study &
design of arterial improvements
System Truck Designation

North Willamette Crossing Corridor- study
new crossing near St Johns Bridge (Hwy. 30 from NW
Newberry Road to BN Railroad Bridge).
Highway 2 1 3 Corridor • Hwy. 213 from I-205 to Leland
Road.

Third Planning Period
( 2 0 1 1 - 2020)

Corridor Planning (if required)

Engineering of US 26 Widening west of Murray
Boulevard, feasability study for widening from
HWY 217 to Cornelius Pass Rd

Implement St Johns Truck Access Study
East End Connector Environmental Assessment; Begin
Recommendations; Environmental Assessment
Refinement Planning through I-5 Trade Corridor; Adopt St
and Engineering on I-5 Trade Corridor
Johns Truck Access Study
Recommendations
Study Completed
Construction Commenced
Reconnessance Planning for highway
South Transit Corridor Study and I-5 Trade Corridor Study
(transit only)
Improvements Initiated. South Corridor Phase I
Construction
Completed
Light Rail Capacity Analysis
Completed

Transit, Transportation System Management
Corridor Plan

Corridor Planning for Roadway Widening
Transit Improvements and/or Transportation
System management Projects

Environmental work would be next logical setp of project development process. Initiation of the EIS process will be determined through funding decisions made during updates of the MTIP and STIP.

STAFF REPORT
IN CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 05-3616, FOR THE PURPOSE OF UPDATING
THE WORK PROGRAM FOR CORRIDOR REFINEMENT PLANNING THROUGH 2020.

Date: August 26, 2005

Presented by: Bridget Wieghart

BACKGROUND
The Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) (section 660-12-020) requires that regional transportation
system plans establish a coordinated network of transportation facilities adequate to serve regional
transportation needs. Section 660-12-025 of the TPR allows a Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO) to defer decisions regarding function, general location and mode as long if it can demonstrate that
the refinement effort will be completed within three years. On June 15,2001, the 2000 Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP) was acknowledged by the Land Conservation and Development Commission
(LCDC). As part of the acknowledgement process, LCDC continued a decision to amend the TPR to
allow Metro to adopt an action plan that exceeds the current three-year timeframe.
Chapter 6, section 6.7.4 of the 2004 RTP identifies transportation corridors where two types of multimodal refinement planning is warranted before specific projects and actions that meet the identified need
can be adopted by the RTP. In Chapter 6, section 6.7.5 lists specific corridors where a transportation
need has been identified but a major corridor planning study is needed to determine the function, mode
and general location of an improvement before a project can be fully defined for implementation. Section
6.7.6 lists specific corridors where both the need and mode for a transportation improvement have been
identified, but proposed transportation projects must be developed to a more detailed level before
construction can occur.
Due to the large number of corridors that require additional planning work and the resources required to
undertake these studies, Metro undertook a regional effort in 2001 to develop a strategy for their
completion as part of the Corridor Initiatives Project. In 2001, a technical advisory committee and a
project management group comprised of representatives from the Multnomah, Clackamas, Washington,
and Clark counties, and the cities of Multnomah, Clackamas and Washington county, ODOT, the City of
Portland, Port of Portland and Tri-Met was established.
Metro staff and the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) developed and implemented a technical
evaluation process. The Project Management Group (PMG) reviewed and approved the criteria and
results of the technical evaluation. The evaluation assessed and compared the corridors with respect to
five major criteria:
•
•
•
•
•

Support of key 2040 land uses
Congestion
Support of 2040 transit plans
Support of 2040 freight goals
Safety and reliability

In addition to the technical evaluation, Metro staff, the TAC and the PMG considered non-technical
factors such as relation to other planning efforts, community interest and available resources for each
corridor. Metro staff and Councilors met with Multnomah, Washington, and Clackamas County
Coordinating Committees, the City of Portland Transportation System Planning Committees, and the
Clackamas County Mayors and Managers. Feedback regarding non-technical issues was received from
Staff Report to Resolution No. 05-3616
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each committee and incorporated as a general ranking under "Jurisdictional Interest" and was considered
for determining which tier the corridor was put in. A public meeting was held on June 18,2001 where
information was provided to, and feedback was solicited from, the general public.
A summary of the corridor initiative findings, including a ranking of the corridors into tiers is contained
in Attachment 1 to this staff report.
Since 2001, much corridor planning anticipated in the original work program has been completed. For
example, the 1-5 Trade Corridor Study, the Sunset Highway Corridor refinement and environmental
assessment, the South Corridor transit study and Phase I of the Powell-Foster Corridor Transportation
Plan have all been completed. Phase I of the Highway 217 Corridor Study has been completed and
Phase II will wrap up this fall.
In the fall of 2004, Metro convened a subgroup of the Transportation Planning Alternatives Committee
(TPAC) to update the work program for multi-modal refinement planning for the period from 2006 to
2010. The working group review work completed. In addition, it revisited previous technical work
regarding corridor priorities and considered any changes that might affect priorities going forward.
The working group determined that, since the 2001, the importance of some of the corridors has changed.
New Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) expansions have put additional pressure on certain corridors, which
the group now considers to be of higher importance.
The recent explosive growth in Tualatin and Wilsonville, along with recent urban growth boundary
expansion and higher usage of industrial lands in the area, make the Outer Southwest Area Transportation
Study a higher priority from a land use perspective. In addition, a number of connecting corridors
including Highway 217,1-5/99 W and 1-205 South are currently under study for improvements, which
increases the urgency of studying this critical link. Further, all of the connecting corridors are
considering value pricing as an option, which makes this corridor a hub of a potential value pricing
network. All of these factors have also increased the level of jurisdictional interest in this corridor study.
1-205 South was a priority from a technical and jurisdictional perspective in 2001. The Oregon
Department of Transportation (ODOT) has recently initiated a reconnaissance study of the entire 1-205
Corridor and has issued an Regional Framework Plan (RFP) to solicit private interest as part of its
Innovative Partnerships Program. These actions, combined with the growth plans for Damascus and
Clackamas Regional Center, heightens the importance of corridor planning in this area.
The City of Portland led 1-405 Loop study has highlighted the need for a separate corridor which focuses
on the downtown freeway facilities and their relationship with land uses in the Central Eastside, Lloyd
and Macadam districts.
Recent urban growth boundary decisions have significantly increased the importance of the East
Multnomah County I-84/US 26 Corridor from both a land use and transportation standpoint. The planned
industrial and employment growth in the Springwater area, along with planned household and
employment growth in the Pleasant Valley and Damascus areas, increases the urgency of planning for
north south transportation connections between these areas and the Columbia Corridor. The North South
Transportation study recently completed by Gresham identifies serious future congestion and transit
needs for this area.
After review from the TPAC subgroup and conferring with the local jurisdictions, a 2005 work program
for corridor refinement planning through 2020 was created and is attached to the Metro Council
resolution as Exhibit "A". The 2005 work program highlights five potential "major new corridor
refinements" for the 2006 - 2010 planning period. Metro has partial funding for two of the proposed
"major new corridor refinements" during that period. The City of Portland is seeking funding to complete
the I-405/I-5 Loop study and the commencement of that study is dependent upon their ability to obtain
Staff Report to Resolution No. 05-3616
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needed funds. ODOT has some funding and is seeking additional funding for the 1-205 (South) corridor
study.
There is also a need to identify, define and prioritize high capacity transit corridors for further planning
work during the 2006-2010 timeframe. Metro will work with TriMet and other jurisdictions on this
effort.
Three of the "new major corridor refinements recommended in the 2006-2010 planning period" from
Exhibit A are already identified in the RTP. For those corridors, the description of the major facility and
specific considerations that must be incorporated into corridor refinement studies derived from Chapter 6
of the RTP is attached for reference (Attachment 2 to this staff report). The City of Portland is bringing
i findings and recommendations regarding the 1-405 loop analysis to TPAC, the Joint Policy Advisory
Committee on Transportation (JPACT) and the Metro Council for review this fall. Based on those
discussions, an RTP amendment to adopt a corridor description and required study element will be
developed.
ANALYSIS/INFORMATION
1. Known Opposition - None.
2.

Legal Antecedents - None.

3.

Anticipated Effects - This resolution would update the work program for corridor refinement
planning through 2020. It would serve as a guide for planning for corridors identified in Chapter
6 of the RTP that need additional work prior to adoption of improvements or actions to meet the
identified transportation need, as required by the Oregon State TPR. It identifies new corridor
planning priorities for the 2006-2010 planning period. This resolution also directs staff to add the
1-405 Loop Corridor to the major corridor refinements in chapter 6, section 6.7.5, of the 2004
RTP as part of the next update to the RTP.

4. Budget Impacts - None.
RECOMMENDED ACTION
It is recommended that the updated 2005 Work Program for Corridor Refinement Planning (Exhibit "A"
to the Council resolution) through 2020 be adopted as a guideline for planning work in these corridors. It
is recommended that the 2006 - 2010 planning period will include the following four major new planning
efforts: 1-205 (South) Corridor, 1-5 (South) Area Corridor, 1-405 Loop Corridor, and I-84/US 26
Connector Corridor. It is also recommended that the I-84/US 26 Connector Corridor be completed in
conjunction with Phase II of the Powell/Foster Corridor and the Damascus and Springwater area concept
planning studies.
It is anticipated that Metro staff resources currently budgeted for corridor planning purposes would be
allocated to complete two of these multi-modal corridor planning efforts within the next five years.
Separate funds from other sources are being sought to provide necessary resources for materials and
professional services and any additional staff needs.
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2001 Corridor Initiative Findings
Technical Evaluation Summary

Jurisdictional
Interest

Corridors Proposed for Study

Purpose
In conjunction with jurisdictional and community interest, the technical evaluation will help prioritize coridor planning studies described
in the Regional Transportation Plan for long-term transit, highway,
pedestrianandbicycle
improvements.

First Tier Corridors
I- 5 (North) Corridor

High

Banfield ( I - 84) Corridor

Low

Powell/Foster Corridor

High

Sunset Highway Corridor

High

Mclaughlin and Hwy 224 Corridor

High

Criterion Description
Support of Key Land Uses
Measures access to, and growth in, key land uses called out in the
2040 plan (regional centers, downtowns and Industrial areas).

Congestion

Barbur Blvd./I - 5 Corridor

Medium

Second Tier Corridor

Measures ability to get around in the region.

I - 205 (South) Corridor

High

Support of 2040 Transit Goals
Assessment of future transit needs and deficencies in each corridor.

I-5 (South) Corridor

Low

I - 205 (North) Corridor
Support of 2040 Freight Goals
Measures the importance o f corridor to freight movement
Safety and Reliability
Identified areas with mroe significant safety problems based on a
5-year accident history.

Highway 217 Corridor

Medium
High

Macadam/Highway 43 Corridor

Medium

TV Highway Corridor

Medium

Sunrise Corridor

Medium

Third Tier Corridor
NE Portland Highway Corridor

Medium

Highway 213 Corridor

Medium

I - 5 to Hwy 99W Connection Corridor

Medium

North Willamette Crossing Corridor

Key: Black = High, Grey = Medium, White = Low

I - 84 to US 26 Corridor

Low
Medium
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(derived from Chapter 6 of the 2004 Regional Transportation Plan)
Outer Southwest Area Transportation Study The 1-5 facility from Highway 217 to the Willamette River/Boones Bridge serves as the major
southern access to and from the central city. The route also serves as an important freight
corridor, where Willamette Valley traffic enters the region at the Wilsonville gateway" and
provides access to Washington County via Highway 217. Projections for this facility indicate
that growth in traffic between the Metro region and the Willamette Valley will account for as
much as 80 percent of the traffic volume along the southern portion of 1-5, in the Tualatin and
Wilsonville area. A joint Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) and Wilsonville study
concludes that in 2030 widening of 1-5 to eight lanes would be required to meet interstate
freeway capacity standards set by Metro and ODOT and that freeway access capacity would not
be adequate with an improved I-5/Wilsonville Road interchange. For these reasons, the
appropriate improvements in this corridor are unclear at this time. However, 1-5 serves as a
critical gateway for regional travel and commerce, and an acceptable transportation strategy in of
this facility and its interconnection with surrounding facilities and land uses has statewide
significance. A major corridor study is proposed to address the following issues:
•

the effects of widening 1-205 and Highway 217 on the 1-5 South corridor

•

the effects of the 1-5 to 99W Connector on the Stafford Road interchange and the
resultant need for increased freeway access

•

the effects of peak period congestion in this area on regional freight mobility and travel
patterns

•

the ability of inter-city transit service, to/from neighboring cities in the Willamette
Valley, including commuter rail, to slow traffic growth in the 1-5 corridor

•

the ability to maintain off-peak freight mobility with capacity improvements

•

the potential for better coordination between the Metro region and valley jurisdictions on
land-use policies

•

the effects of a planned long-term strategy for managing increased travel along 1-5 in the
Willamette Valley

•

the effects of UGB expansion and Industrial Lands Evaluation studies on regional freight
mobility and the need for industrial access improvements

•

the effects to freight mobility and local circulation due to diminished freeway access
capacity in the I-5/Wilsonville corridor

•

the ability to effectively serve major Town Centers in Tigard, Tualatin and Wilsonville
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In addition, the following design elements should be considered as part of the corridor study:
•

peak period pricing and High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes for expanded capacity and
potential networks with other value pricing facilities under consideration in the area

•

provide rapid bus service on parallel Barbur route, connecting Wilsonville to the central
city

•

provide additional overcrossings in West Portland town center to improve local
circulation and interchange access

•

add capacity to parallel arterial routes, including 72nd Avenue, Boones Ferry, Lower
Boones Ferry and Carmen Drive

•

add overcrossings in vicinity of Tigard Triangle to improve local circulation

•

extend commuter rail service from Salem to the central city, Tualatin transit center and
Milwaukie, primarily along existing heavy rail tracks

•

additional 1-5 mainline capacity (2030 demand on 1-5 would exceed capacity)

•

provision of auxiliary lanes between all 1-5 freeway on- and off-ramps in Wilsonville.

Interstate 205
Improvements are needed in this corridor to address existing deficiencies and expected growth in
travel demand in Clark, Multnomah and Clackamas counties. Transportation solutions in this
corridor should address the following needs and opportunities:
•

provide for some peak period mobility for longer trips

•

preserve freight mobility from 1-5 to Clark County, with an emphasis on connections to
Highway 213, Highway 224 and Sunrise Corridor

•

maintain an acceptable level of access to the Oregon City, Clackamas and Gateway
regional centers and Sunrise industrial area

•

maintain acceptable levels of access to Portland International Airport, including air cargo
access

Potential transportation solutions in this corridor should evaluate the potential of the following
design concepts:
•

auxiliary lanes added from Airport Way to 1-84 East
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•

consider express, peak period pricing or HOV lanes as a strategy for expanding capacity

•

relative value of specific ramp, overcrossing and parallel route improvements

•

eastbound HOV lane from 1-5 to the Oregon City Bridge

•

truck climbing lane south of Oregon City

•

potential for rapid bus service or light rail from Oregon City to Gateway

•

potential for extension of rapid bus service or light rail north from Gateway into Clark
County

•

potential for refinements to 2040 land-use assumptions in this area to expand potential
employment in the subarea and improve jobs/housing imbalance

•

potential for re-evaluating the suitability of the Beavercreek area for urban growth
boundary expansion, based on ability to serve the area with adequate regional
transportation infrastructure

East Multnomah County Interstate-84 to US 26 Connector
The long-term need to develop a highway link between 1-84 and Highway 26 exists, but a series
of interim improvements to Hogan Road are adequate to meet projected demand through 2020.
The RTP calls for a series of interim improvements that will better connect Hogan Road to both
1-84 on the north, and Highway 26 to the south.
These improvements are needed to ensure continued development of the Gresham regional
center and expected freight mobility demands of through traffic. They also benefit transitoriented development along the MAX light rail corridor, as they would move freight traffic from
its current route along Burnside, where it conflicts with development of the Rockwood town
center and adjacent station communities. In addition to planned improvements to the Hogan
Road corridor, local plans or a corridor study should address:
•

more aggressive access management between Stark Street and Powell Boulevard on
181st, 207th and 257th avenues.

•

redesigned intersections improvements on Hogan at Stark, Burnside, Division and Powell
to streamline through-flow

•

the need for a long-term primary freight route in the corridor

•

the potential for a new alignment south of Powell Boulevard to US 26.
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•

the provision of adequate regional access between and to the Gresham Regional Center,
the Springwater Industrial Area, the new city of Damascus and the Columbia Corridor
Industrial Area.
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Oregon
Theodore R. Kulongoski, Governor

DATE:

October 6, 2005

TO:

Oregon Transportation Commission

Department of Transportation
Office of the Director
355 Capitol St. NE
Rml35
Salem, Oregon 97301-3871

FILE CODE:

FROM:

Lorna Youngs
Director

SUBJECT:

Workshop #1 ~ Recommended 2008-2011 STIP Targets and 2006-2011
Agency Funding Allocations

Requested Action:
Adopt 2008-2011 STIP Targets and 2006-2011 Agency Funding Allocations.
Background:
For the past several years the Commission has used the October workshop, following the
Legislative session, to set broad parameters and direction for building the STIP targets,
setting funding allocations, providing direction for budget work, and articulating areas of
program emphasis.
This staff report contains recommended funding allocations for the agency and the STIP as
well as the rationale used in the development of the recommendation. The recommendation
presented reflects modest allocations of new federal funding to provide some enhanced
capacity in support of high priority efforts.
This report provides an overview of the basis for the recommendation and discusses:
A. Guiding Principles
B. Emerging Issues
C. Major Initiative Funding Proposals
D. Financial Assumptions
E. Staff Recommended Agency Funding Allocations and STIP Program Levels
A. Guiding Principles
The Department used the following guiding principles in the development of its
recommendation. These principles are based on thematic priorities contained within several
documents: ODOT's Strategic Direction, the Governor's principles for Oregon, the Oregon
Benchmarks and performance measures, and the Oregon Transportation Plan.
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1. Safety. Safety is essential. Oregonians expect and deserve our utmost dedication to
planning, designing, building, preserving, managing, operating and maintaining a safe
transportation system.
2. Accessibility and Mobility. We must strive to improve mobility and in so doing balance the
needs associated with moving people and the needs associated with moving goods, both
within and between communities.
3. Economic Competitiveness. Transportation is key to our state's economic
competitiveness. To paraphrase from Governor Kulongoski's speech at the Leadership
Summit, December 1, 2003: Transportation's role in the state's economy cannot be
understated. A vital multimodal transportation system, including air, water and land, is a
key component to sustained economic development.
4. Livable Communities. Transportation impacts the livability of Oregon's communities.
Oregon has received national attention for years regarding its land use planning,
development of city centers, mixed use developments and more. These important gains
should not be mitigated or undermined.
5. Customer Service. ODOT's customers and constituents must know that our goal is to
provide them with superior customer service. We must provide a transportation system
that is safe, reliable and offers connectivity to our communities, businesses and the
various modes of transportation. Beyond the transportation infrastructure, it is crucial that
we provide our many customers with easy and efficient and secure access to our
business services.
6. Public Trust. ODOT has a weighty responsibility - Stewardship: Stewardship of the
public's funds. Stewardship of the public's well-being as they travel. Stewardship of the
state's transportation assets. Stewardship to act on behalf of the greater and long term
good of the state and its resources, be they natural, human, financial, or transportation.
7. Management of the System: Program, Asset, Financial, Risk, and Information
Management. We must responsibly manage the aspects of the system for which ODOT
has responsibility and involvement. Via partnerships and productive relationships with
other public entities and the private sector we seek to provide leadership for the entire
system.
B. Emerging Issues
As we enter into these discussions it is important to consider what is different about ODOT's
operating environment as compared to two years ago when the Commission determined the
2006-2009 STIP and related budget levels.
External emerging issues which will increasingly require attention and resources include:
Workshop Item 1 - budget 10-06-05.doc
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•

Continued decline in highway infrastructure condition and capacity in spite of recent
additions in funding.

•

Establishing a list of projects of statewide significance has created expectations that
these projects will be funded although most have no funding identified.

•

The 1-5 Columbia River Crossing Project will be the largest highway project built in
Oregon since the Interstate itself was built.

•

Project readiness: because of lack of funding, the Development STIP does not have
an adequate number of projects "in the queue" to produce projects that are ready to
move to construction status.

•

Measure 37 may result in increased project costs due to the need to purchase right of
way or easements instead of relying on traditional land use controls.

•

New federal requirements to increase coordination with local governments.

•

The cost of credit card fees related to e-government.

•

The cost of implementing the federal REAL ID Act.

•

An aging population.

Internal department infrastructure issues which are beginning to require attention and
resources include:
•

Aging buildings

•

Aging business software

•

Aging computer hardware

•

Obsolescence of the statewide analog radio system

•

Microsoft XP computer operation system replacement and related business system
reprogramming

•

Aging Green Light facilities and equipment

•

Asset management

C. Major Initiative Funding Proposals
Draft allocations for the 2007-2009 timeframe are already in place based on the program
target levels set in the 2006-2009 STIP. In order to support orderly financial and
transportation planning by local governments as well as ODOT, STIP funding levels are set
in advance of the Governor's Agency Request Budget. Another result of setting the STIP
level is to essentially predetermine the funds available for the divisions other than Highway in
advance of the state's biennial budget development process and legislative process. Of
course, the Governor and Legislature determine actual budget levels.
Workshop Item 1 - budget 10-06-05.doc
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To prepare you for your decision, we organized this discussion differently than in past years.
We also have the prospect of additional federal funding to consider. It remains true that the
majority of funds received by the Department will be dedicated, literally, to highway
construction and maintenance priorities. For example, in 2006-2007, new federal funds make
it possible to move more projects into construction, and in 2008-2011 we are proposing to
restore modernization funding levels.
Additional federal funding, however, has prompted us to more closely examine critical nonhighway needs and the opportunities to fund them. We are recommending funding in the
following non-highway areas:
Building Replacement or Repair - The Department owns various types of buildings all
over the state, most of which house employees. Buildings age or become inadequate
due to increased or new demands. This proposal establishes a modest budget to
repair or replace buildings on a priority basis. ($13.7 million)
DMV Automated Testing Devices - The automated testing devices used to administer
driver license knowledge examination is aging and the risk of equipment failure is
significant. In addition, increasing costs for maintenance and increasing difficulty in
securing hardware replacement parts threaten the Department's ability to deliver this
service. ($1.4 million)
DMV Imaging Eguipment - REAL ID ACT - New federal legislation requires
compliance by May 2008 with new requirements for driver license and identity card
eligibility criteria, changes in the physical appearance of licenses, changes in license
security features, and requires ODOT to keep electronic copies of identity source
documents. This funding will fund document imaging and necessary changes to
existing computer systems. ($1.0 million)
Motor Carrier Merchant Fees - The trucking industry is increasing its use of the
Trucking Online internet-based service to complete numerous transactions with the
Department. The Department currently absorbs the cost of the merchant fees to
encourage companies to use Trucking Online. The success of Trucking Online is
resulting in a significant increase in merchant fee costs and will exceed current budget
resources. The merchant agreement between US Bank and the State of Oregon does
not allow merchant fees to be charged to the state. ($2.4 million)
Motor Carrier Transponders - The Department provides the initial transponder to
trucking companies when they enroll in the Green Light, ODOT's pre-clearance,
weigh-in-motion program. This funding will purchase transponders and allow the
Department to continue to expand the program. ($.5 million)
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Rail Passenger Service - This funding will provide stable funding for the second
passenger train from Eugene to Portland and replace funding from the state's General
Fund. ($9.0 million)
Rail Crossing Safety - This funding will replace passive (signs) and active (flashing
lights and gates) warning devices at rail crossings with devices that comply with
federal standards and meet requirements for continued federal funding. ($5.5 million)
Transit Improvement Projects - Subject to development of project selection criteria,
funds would be available for a variety of transit system operational improvements,
including for example technology solutions to improve the efficiency of fueling,
ticketing, run times, real time bus scheduling and data collection. Other types of
projects that may be considered include intercity Park and Ride Connections, and
development of new transit solutions in critical congested corridors. ($3.0 million)
Transit Vehicle Replacement - This request would provide additional funding to transit
providers to replace aging and inefficient buses, thereby reducing operating costs and
contributing to the delivery of safe, efficient and reliable transit services. ($6.0 million)
Detailed financial information for each request is found in Attachment H.
D. Financial Assumptions
The Department used specific financial assumptions that are consistent with past practices
and sound fiscal management to recommend STIP targets and funding allocations. We are
indeed fortunate that we are discussing a funding increase as opposed to a funding
decrease, and we therefore are not recommending any reductions in future budgets for
individual divisions or programs. We also assumed that the apportionment of funds across
ODOT's divisions and programs is relatively correct. In other words, our recommendation
largely maintains the same proportional distribution of funds within the agency.
Specifically, we used the following financial assumptions:
4-.r Obligation limitations on Federal revenue will materialize aPt®%.
2. State revenue will show a slight increase during this period.
3. Debt service for the Bridge program will begin in 2010 at $31M per year.
4. Debt service for the Modernization program will begin in 2008 at $25M per-year.
5. Non-Capital programs were inflated at 2% in 2010 & 2.6% in 2011 using 2009 as the
baseline.
6. ©apital programs were inflated at 4% per year in 2010 & 2011 using 2009 as the
baseline.
7. Federal funding will continue at 2009 levels for years 2010 and 2011.
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Department Recommendation:
E. Recommended Agency Funding Allocations and STIP Program Levels
The Department's recommended 2008-2011 STIP Targets and 2006-2011 Funding
Allocations are contained in Attachment A. Included in the recommendation is funding for the
following specific purposes. A summary of funding needs by year is contained in
Attachments H and I.
Next Steps:
1. OTC identifies any options contained in this report that require further follow-up.
2. OTC confirms 2006-2011 funding allocation at the December Commission meeting.
3. OTC "approves Draft .2008-2011 STtP program-targets, at the December Commission
meeting.
Enclosures:
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

A - Agency funding allocations
B - Locals' funding allocations
C - Federal Funding Changes
D — State OTIA and Earmarked funds
E - Local OTIA and Earmarked funds
F - Highway funding profile
G - Summary of "non-Highway" needs
H - Summary of Highway needs
I - Assumptions

Copies (w/enclosures) to:
Chris Warner, Governor's Office
Ray Naff, Economic Revitalization Team
Area Commissions on Transportation (ACTs)
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs)
Association of Oregon Counties
League of Oregon Cities
ODOT STIP Stakeholder Committee
ODOT Executive Staff
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ODOT Sources and Uses of Funds

REVENUE
Net State Revenue (Sept. 2005 Forecast)*

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

$603.1

$609.2

$624.8

$633.7

$650.5

$658.3

Miscellaneous Revenues

$23.2

$25.4

$19.8

$18.6

$18.6

$18.6

Other State Funds

$16.5

$16.6

$16.9

$17.0

$17.3

$17.4

Less OTIA l&II (debt service)
OTIA III (debt service)

($21.3)

($37.0)

($40.8)

($40.8)

($41.9)

($41.9)

$0.0

($5.5)

($26.9)

($48.9)

($62.0)

($63.2)

OTIA III Program Management Costs

($25.0)

($25.0)

($25.0)

($25.0)

($25.0)

($25.0)

Fuels Tax Program

($1.4)

($1.5)

($1.5)

($1.6)

($1.7)

($1.7)

($23.3)

($23.3)

($24.1)

($24.4)

($25.1)

($25.5)

Interagency Transfers
Subtotal: Net State Revenue
Federal Revenue (Limitation at 92%)

$262.3

$278.6

$289.9

$293.1

$293.1

$293.1

Minimum Guarantee Exempt

$5.0

$5.0

$5.0

$5.0

$5.0

$5.0

Federal Revenue - FTA

$11.5

$11.9

$12.9

$13.6

13.6

13.6

Federal Revenue - Motor Carrier

$2.3

$2.4

$2.5

$2.6

$2.6

$2.6

Federal Revenue - Safety

$8.8

$8.8

$9.0

$9.0

$9.2

$9.2

$6.3

$6.1

$6.5

$6.5

$6.7

$6.5

$138.9

$179.5

$231.8

$218.3

$163.6

Local Match (TE & OTN)
Subtotal: Net Federal/Other Revenue
Carryover Revenue from Previous Year

mmm

TOTAL REVENUE**
TRANSFERS
Highway Division

$633.6

TPD

$33.2

$620.5
$33.2

$643.1

$660.1

$676.9

$694.5

$34.0

$34.8

$35.7

$36.6

$10.8

$10.9

$11.0

Rail

$11.0

$11.1

$10.7

Transit

$25.9

$28.5

$29.3

$28.8

$28.9

Safety

$13.2

$26.4
$13.3

$13.5

$13.6

$13.9

$14.0

DMV

$78.0

$81.1

$84.4

$87.9

$91.3

$93.2

Motor Carrier

$31.7

$34.0
$0.0

$35.4
$7.0

$37.0
$7.0

$37.7
$6.0

TEAMS Replacement

$0.0

$33.0
$0.0

Building Renovation

$0.0

$0.0

$5.0

$5.0

$5.0

$5.0

Buildings (Repair/Replace)

$0.0

$0.0

$3.5

$3.5

$3.4

$3.3

Minimum Ending Cash Balance

$0.0

$0.0

$25.0

$25.0

$25.0

$25.0

$0.8

$0.8

$0.8

$0.8

$0.8

$0.8

Parks -- Recreational Trails (Federal Revenue)
TOTAL TRANSFERS
NET ALLOCATION
+

Net to State after subtracting County/City Apportionments.

** Does not include Local funding which is depicted on the next tab.
**•

2006 reflects the sum of net increases in both '05 & '06.
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Local Revenue Sources

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

$305.0

$311.4

$313.5

$322.0

$323.4

$332.4

Local Bridge

$15.6

$16.6

$17.3

$17.5

$17.5

$17.5

CMAQ

$12.4

$13.2

$13.7

$13.9

$13.9

$13.9

Federal Revenue (Limitation at 92%)

$23.9

$25.4

$26.4

$26.7

$26.7

$26.7

Local STP

$17.5

$18.6

$19.3

$19.6

$19.6

$19.6

Metro Planning

$2.1

$2.3

$2.4

$2.4

$2.4

$2.4

FTA

$65.1

$65.1

$65.1

$65.2

$65.2

$65.2

STATE REVENUE TO LOCALS
City/County Apportionment
Subtotal - State
FEDERAL REVENUE TO LOCALS

Subtotal - Federal
TOTAL REVENUE TO LOCALS

Note: Does not include any local tax revenue that goes to transportation.
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Federal Formula Funding
Federal Revenue (millions) Formula
June 2003 FHWA Estimated Limitation
(87%, less local program)
SAFETEA-LU Estimated Limitation
(92%, less local program)

FY 2006 FY 2007 FY 2008 FY 2009 FY2010 FY2011

Total

$237.1

$244.7

$251.8

$258.1

$258.1

$258.1

$1,507.9

$262.3

$278.6

$289.9

$293.1

$293.1

$293.1

$1,735.1

* The amount depicted in the net increase field for 2006 reflects the increases for both 2005 and 2006.
* The increase in Federal funds is a result of new revenues from SAFETEA-LU and a change in percentage of
limitation going from 87% to 92%.
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State OTIA and Earmarked Funding

2006

2007

OTIA PROGRAMS
OTIA I & II Modernization

$43.9

$3.6

OTIA I & II Bridge

$25.1

2008

wtm

2009

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$1.7

$0.0

OTIA III Bridge

$258.9

OTIA III Modernization

$225.2

OTIA I & II Preservation

Total OTIA
FEDERAL EARMARKS

2010

am

2011

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$389.2

$298.8

$78.9

$0.0

$0.0

$42.5

$163.9

$63.3

$0.0

$0.0

mm

SHIS

Modernization Earmarks

$80.7

$10.4

$32.9

$19.8

$0.0

$0.0

Bridge Earmarks

$10.0

$10.0

$10.0

$14.3

$0.0

$0.0

1-5 Bridge Earmarks

$40.0

$40.0

$40.0

$40.0

$0.0

$0.0

Safety Earmarks

$0.0

$0.0

$1.0

$4.9

$0.0

$0.0

Operations Earmarks

$2.9

$2.9

$0.0

$1.8

$0.0

$0.0

Enhancement Earmarks

$0.4

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

Planning Earmarks

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

Total Earmarks
TOTAL PROGRAMS

Note: a) $41O.7M of OTIA I/II was programmed prior to 2006.
b) S274.2M of OTIA III Bridge was programmed prior to 2006.
c) $5M of OTIA III Modernization was programmed prior to 2006.
d) $245.3M in OTIA I/II bonds have been issued to date.
e) FY 2006 earmark revenue also includes FY 2005 earmark revenue.
f) The impact of HSIP funding on safety is not known at this time.
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Local OTIA and Earmarked Funding

2006

2007

2008

|

2009

2010

2011

OTIA PROGRAMS
OTIA I & II Modernization

$0.0

$0.7

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

OTIA I & II Bridge

$6.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

OTIA I & II Preservation

$8.4

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$50.0

$50.0

$50.0

$50.0

$50.0

$50.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

OTIA III Bridge
OTIA III Modernization

$0.0
i

Total OTIA
FEDERAL EARMARKS
$16.0

$4.0

$105.3

$4.0

$0.0

$0.0

Bridge Earmarks

$3.2

$1.6

$1.6

$1.6

$0.0

$0.0

Operations Earmarks

$3.6

$1.8

$1.8

$1.8

$0.0

$0.0

Enhancement Earmarks

$1.8

$0.9

$0.9

$0.9

$0.0

$0.0

Bicycle/Pedestrian Earmarks

$2.7

$1.4

$1.4

$1.4

$0.0

$0.0

Culvert Earmarks

$0.1

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

Preservation Earmarks

$0.2

$0.1

$0.1

$0.1

$0.0

$0.0

Rail Earmarks

$0.2

$0.2

S0.2

$0.1

$0.0

$0.0

Planning Earmarks

$0.0

$0.0

$1.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

Modernization Earmarks

Total Earmarks

$1.00

$112.3

$0.0

TOTAL PROGRAMS

Note: a) OTIA III Bridge money was issued to the Locals in a lump sum. For the purposes of this profile, the money
was evenly spread over six years.
b) The OTIA I & II programs are administered and run by the State.
c) Safe routes to schools and rural at risk roads will not be known until FHWA writes the rules.

Attachment E

Highway Division Funding Profile

CAPITAL PROGRAMS
Preservation
Bridge
Bridge: major bridge maintenance
Bridge: overpass screening
Bridge Debt Service (OTIA III)
Bridge Total
Operations
Operations: slides, rockfalls & culverts
Operations: ITS
Operations: signals, signs, illumination
Operations: TDM
Operations Total
Safety
Safety Total
Modernization
IOF
Modernization Debt Service (OTIA III)
Modernization Debt Service (LSN)
Funding of Development STIP
Protective ROW Purchasing
Modernization Total
Special Programs (Direct)
Salmon
.'
Non-NBI Culverts
Transportation Enhancement
Bike/Ped
State Contribution to Local Program (match)

NON-CAPITAL PROGRAMS
Maintenance
Operations/Special Programs/Permits
Surface, Shoulder, LVR, & Contr.
Drainage & Culvert Retrofit
Roadside & Vegetation
Traffic Services & ITS
Bridge
Snow & Ice & Extra Ordin. (ER)
Snow Parks
Risk Management
Youth Litter
Total - Maintenance
Utility Relocation Permits (HB3068)
Special Programs
Central Services (Assessments and Other)

Total

OTC Targets
125.4 I 130.7

50.1
6.8
0.0
31.0
87,9
10.0
3.1
4.2
4.1
0.9
22.3
28.7
28.7
51.2
3.5
25.0
3.2
1.3
1.3
85.5

52.1
7.0
0.0
31.0
90,1
10.4
3.2
4.3
4.2
1.0
23.1
29.9
29.9
51.2
3.5
25.0
3.2
1.4
1.4
85.6

4.1
2.7
6.3
5.8
0.0

4.2
2.8
6.6
6.1
0.0

3.8
55.1

3.9
56.5

8.5
18.9
28.5
9.2
35.9
2.2
3.9
2.4

8.7
19.4
29.2
9.4
36.8
2.3
4.0
2.5

168.3
2.4

172.7
2.5

67.5

68.9

70.0

71.4

Highway Division Funding Recommendations

• reservation
Operations: slides, rockfalls & culverts
Modernization
Maintenance - Surface, Shoulder, LVR, & Contr.
Maintenance - Roadside & Vegetation
Maintenance - Traffic Services & ITS
Maintenance - Bridge
Maintenance - Snow & Ice & Extra Ordin. (ER)
Total

24.3
2.5

15.1

1.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
2.0

1.5
0.5
0.5
0.8
2.0

(7.0)

(7.0)

(7.0)

(7.0)

26.8
8.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
2.0

25.0
8.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
2.0

23.0
8.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
2.0

23.0
8.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
2.0

* The Chip Seal program was moved from Preservation to Maintenance in years 2008-2011, reducing Preservation
and increasing Maintenance by $7M each year.
** New Federal funds were used to restore Modernization to its pre-debt service levels, increase funding in culverts
and to increase Maintenance funding due to rising fuel and other material costs.

Attachment G

Non-Highway Division Funding Needs

Buildings (Repair/ Replace)
DMV - Automated Testing Devices
DMV -- Imaging Equip (Real ID Act)
Motor Carrier - Merchant Fees
Motor Carrier — Transponders
Rail -- Passenger Rail
Rail -- Warning Devices
Transit - Improvement Projects
Transit -- Vehicle Replacement
Total

0.00
0.00
0.50
0.35
0.25
0.00
2.75
0.00
1.00

0.00
0.00
0.50
0.35
0.25
0.00
2.75
0.00
1.00

3.50
0.70
0.00
0.35
0.00
2.25
0.00
1.00
1.00

3.50
0.70
0.00
0.35
0.00
2.25
0.00
1.00
1.00

3.40
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
2.25
0.00
0.50
1.00

3.30
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
2.25
0.00
0.50
1.00

Attachment H

Assumptions
.. Obligation limitations on Federal revenue will materialize at 92%.
2. State revenue will show a slight increase during this period.
3. Debt service for the Bridge program will begin in 2010 at $31M per year.
4. Debt service for the Modernization program will begin in 2008 at $25M per year.
5. Non-Capital programs were inflated at 2% in 2010 & 2.6% in 2011 using 2009 as the baseline.
6. Capital programs were inflated at 4% per year in 2010 & 2011 using 2009 as the baseline.
7. Federal funding will continue at 2009 levels for years 2010 and 2011.

Attachment

Recommended
2008-2011 STIP Targets,
2006-2011 Funding Allocations
and Related Policy Issues
Oregon Transportation Commission
Annual Workshop
October 18, 2005

Oregon Department of Transportation

Workshop Goals
• Establish 2008-2011 STIP targets and
2006-2011 funding allocations
• Examine the Department's current and
projected financial needs
• Examine the opportunities and
requirements contained in SAFETEA-LU
• Understand how setting the 2008-2011
STIP targets will affect future budget
decisions

Oregon Department of Transportation

The SAFETEA-LU bottom line is ...
. SAFETEA-LU provides $ 5 7 4 . 5 m
in new funds to ODOT
- $392m earmarked or dedicated (63%)
- $212.5m available for OTC distribution
• Recommended distribution:
- $170m for Highway purposes (80%)
- $42.5m for other Divisions/programs

Oregon Department of Transportation

STIP Decisions
vs.
Budget Decisions

Jul

Jan

Jan

Jan

Oregon Department of Transportation

OTC FUNDING DECISION

TIMELINES

You are here - Oct OS
Federal Fiscal Years
State Biscals

FFY '04
03-05

FFY '05

FFY '06 FFY '07
05-07

FFY '08

FFY '09

FFY '10

07-09

FFY'll

FFY '12

FFY '13

11-13

09-11

Oct '13
Jul '13

Apr'13
Jan '13
Oct '12
Jul '12

Apr '12

Jan'12

Oct '11

Jul '11

Apr '11

Jan '11

Oct '10

Jul '10

Apr '10
Jan '10
Oct '09
Jul '09

Apr '09
'09

Oct '08
Jul '08

Apr '08
'08
Oct '07
Jul '07
Apr "07
Jan '07
Oct '06
Jul '06
Apr '06
Jan '06
Oct '05
Jul '05
Apr '05
Jan '05

Oct '04
Jul '04
Apr '04
Jan '04
Oct '03
Jul '03

01-07 STIP in effect
06-09 STIP in effect

08-11 STIP in effect
10-13 STIP in effect
SAFETEA-LU in effect
'

FUNDING ALLOCATION PROCESS
OTC Approves Draft
ODOT Funding &
STIP Targets
OTC Adopts Final
STIP

LEGISLATIVE BUDGET
Leg Concept & Policy
Package to OTC
Legend
Color coded boxes showing various timeframes relate either to:
05-07

the State Biennium
or the STIP

07-09

09-11 11-13

10-13

06-09

for which the work is being completed
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OTC FUNDING DECISION

TIMELINES

You are here - Oct OS
FFY '04

FFY '05 FFY '06

FFY '07

FFY '12FFY '13
'12

'13

'13

Oct '13

Apr

Jul '13

Jan

'12

Oct

'11

'12

Jul

Apr

'12

'11

Jan

'11

Oct

Jul

'11

Apr

'11

11

Oct

'10

'10

Jun

Jul

for which the work is being completed.

FFY '11
Oct '10

Color coded boxes showing various timeframes relate either to:
the State Biennium

Apr

LEGEND

'09

Leg Concepts & Policy
Package to OTC

'10

LEGISLATIVE BUDGET

Jan

STIP Targets
OTC Adopts Final
STIP

FFY '10

Oct

OTC Approves Draft
ODOT Funding &

'09

SAFETEA-LU in effect

FUNDING ALLOCATION PROCESS

Jul

'09

'08

Apr '09

Oct

'08

Jan

Jul

Apr '08

'07

'07

Jan '08

Oct

'07

Jul

'06

'07

'06

Apr

'06

Jan

Jul

'05

Oct

Apr
'06

Oct

'05

'05

'04

Jul

Apr '05

'04

Jan

Apr

'04

Oct

Jul

'03

04

Oct

'03

Jul

Jul

04-07 STIP in effect
06-09 STIP in effect
08-11 STIP in effect
10-13 STIP in effect

or, the STIP

FFY '09

FFY '08
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OTC FUNDING DECISION

TIMELINES

You are here - Oct OS

FUNDING ALLOCATION PROCESS
OTC Approves Draft
ODOT Funding &
STIP Targets
OTC Adopts Final
STIP
LEGISLATIVE BUDGET
LegConcepts&Policy
Package to OTC

Oregon Department of Transportation

OTC FUNDING DECISION

TIMELINES

You are here - Oct 05
Federal Fiscal Years

FFY '04

FFY '05

FFY '06

FFY '07

FFY '08

04-07 STIP in effect
06-09 STIP in effect
08-11 STIP in effect

10-13 STIP in effect

FUNDING ALLOCATION PROCESS
OTC Approves Draft
ODOT Funding
STIP Targets
OTC Adopts Final
STIP
LEGISLATIVE BUDGET
Leg Concepts&Policy
Package to OTC
Legend

Color coded boxes showingvarioustimeframesrelateeitherto:
the State Bienainns

or,theSTIP
for which the work is being completed

FFY '09

FFY '10FFY '11

FFY

'12

FFY '13
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The assumptions and principles used
to develop staff recommendations..,
• OTC decision points during the STIP
cycle and the budget cycle
• Current and future budget needs by
Division
• What new funds SAFETEA-LU provides
• Looming issues that will require
financial choices
• Potential solutions
• Staff recommendations

. Pregbn Department of Transpbri

Assumptions
• Proportionally, the current allocation
of funds between Divisions and
programs is about right
• Departmental internal infrastructure
(the tools we need to deliver our
mission) needs attention
• We have some new legal requirements
• There isn't enough money to do
everything
j fit x1 ••• I

Oregon Department off Transportation

r

Guiding Principles
• Safety
• Accessibility and Mobility
• Economic Competitiveness
• Livable Communities
• Customer Service

• Public Trust
• Management of the System:
Program, Asset, Financial,
Risk and Information Management

Oregon Department of Transportation.

Emerging Issues
• Continued decline in highway
infrastructure condition/capacity
• Projects of Statewide Significance
• 1-5 Columbia River Crossing program
• Lack of funding for Development STIP
• Measure 37
• Coordination w/local governments
• Cost of credit card transaction fees
• Security (REAL ID Act)
• Aging Population

OregonDepattment of Transportation

r

Departmental Internal Infrastructure
Emerging Issues
• Aging buildings
• Aging business software
• Replacement of analog radio system
• Microsoft XP migration;
business system reprogramming
• Aging computer hardware
• Aging Green Light facilities and
equipment

Oregon Department of Transportation

Division Overviews

Oregon Department of Transportation

Central Services —
FY 2005-07 Current Services
Centralized administrative and
management support to the
operating divisions
• Information systems
• Audit
• Human Resources
• Facilities
• Fleet
• Civil Rights
• Financial Services
• Procurement

Oregon Department of Transportation

Central Services —
Looming Issues in FY2006 - 2011
• Inadequate buildings and deferred
maintenance of buildings resulting in
higher operating costs ($40m)
• Replacement of analog radio system
with wireless microwave technology
required in by 2013 ($73m)
• Microsoft XP migration ( $ l l m )

Oregon Department of Transportation

Central Services
Potential Solutions or Funding Sources:
• Homeland Security Administration
funds (analog system replacement)
• Reallocate Highway Funds

Oregon Departtnent of lianspdrtation.

Driver and Motor Vehicles Division —
FY2005-07 Current Services
Driver Programs
• Driver licensing and identification, driver safety,
disabled parking, motor voter, financial
responsibility (vehicle insurance compliance)

Vehicle Programs
• Titles, registration, trip permits,
vehicle business regulation

Central Issuance of DL/ID Cards
• Prepare for facial recognition technology

SSN verification
• Prepare for REAL ID Act

Oregon Department of Transportation

Driver and Motor Vehicles —
Looming Issues for FY 2006 - 2.011
. Federal REAL ID Act ($3.7m)
• Automate Testing Machines ($1.4m)
• DMV Transactions Archive ( $ l m )
• Vehicle Data System Replacement
($12.m)

Driver and Motor Vehicles
Potential Solutions or Funding Sources:
• Increase driver and vehicle fees
(requires legislative approval)
• Federal grants (Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration,
Department of Homeland Security)
• Reallocate Highway Funds

Oregon Department of Transportation

Motor Carrier Transportation Division
- FY2005-07 Current Services
Salem Motor Carrier Services
• Truck Registration, Insurance, Surety Bonds,
Weight-Mile Tax Administration,
Over-Dimension Permits, Trucking Online

Field Motor Carrier Services
• Weigh Station Operations, Inspections,
Field Registration

Safety, Investigations, Federal Programs
• Inspections, Safety Compliance Audits,
Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program,
Green Light Weigh Station Preclearance

Motor Carrier Audit: Taxes and Fees

Oregon Department of Transportation

Motor Carrier Transportation —
Looming Issues for FY2006 - 2011
• Credit card transaction fees ($2.4m)
• Green Light transponders ($.5m)

Oregon Department of Transportation ; :

Motor Carrier Transportation
Potential Solutions or Funding Sources:
• Charge Merchant Fees to customers
(requires change to Oregon's
merchant agreement with US Bank)
• Reallocate Highway Funds

Ore^nDepaxtttten

Rail Division FY2005-07 Current Services
Safety Inspections
• Rail Crossings, Rail track, Signals, Equipment,
Walkways/Clearances, Operating Practices,
Hazardous Materials

Safety oversight of TriMet and
Portland Streetcar rail safety program
Crossing blockage investigations
Two daily passenger train round trips
between Eugene and Portland
Management of 170 miles of rail
right-of-way

Oregon Departmeut of Iranspottation

jRai7 Division —
Looming Issues for FY 2006 - 2011
• Lack of stable funding for
passenger trains
• Track improvements and equipment
required before additional passenger
rail service can be added ($40m)
• New federal requirement to install
warning devices and signs at
crossings replacements ($5.5m)
• Columbia River Crossing Program

Oregon Department of Transportation

Rail Division
Potential Solutions or Funding Sources:
• CMAQ funds from SAFETEA-LU
• Connect Oregon
• Increase in custom license plate fees
(requires statutory change)
• Reallocate highway funds

Oregon Department of Transportation

Public Transportation Division FY2005-07 Current Services
Transit support services
• General public in 36 small, rural communities and
one tribal government • Elderly and people with
disabilities in 33 local governments and nine tribes
• Replace buses at the end of their life • Intercity
passenger services through 3 AMTRAK Thruway Bus
route; other rural services • Vanpools, park & ride,
regional coordination and marketing

Support statewide multimodal
planning for 6 MPOs

Oregon Department of Transportation

Public Transportation —
Looming Issues for FY 2006 - 2.011
• Columbia River Crossing Program
• Age 65+ population doubling in
number and percent by 2041
• Rapidly rising fuel costs and lack of
sufficient alternative fuel options
• Limited development resources to
meet new federal programs'
requirements
• New SAFETEA-LU rules and guidance

Oregon Department of Transportation

Public Transportation
Potential Solutions or Funding Sources:
• Reallocate Highway Funds
• SAFETEA-LU funding increases
• Connect Oregon

Oregon Department of Transportation

Transportation Safety Division —
FY2005-07 Current Services
2006 Highway Safety Plan
• Education (mass media, training,
video library, brochures, speakers)
• Enforcement (training, overtime, equipment)
• Engineering (training, minor engineering,
mini-grants)
• Emergency Services (training, presentations,
hospital mini-grants)

Oregon Department of Transportation

Transportation Safety —
Looming Issues for FY2006 - 2011
• New requirements from SAFETEA-LU
- Safe Routes to School
- Impaired Driving
- Motorcycle Safety
- Comprehensive Highway Safety Plan
- Traffic Records
• Lack of law enforcement

Otegoii Department of Transportation

Transportation Safety
Potential Solutions or Funding Sources:
• SAFETEA-LU
(dedicated to new programs)
• Reallocate Highway Funds

Oregon Department of Transportation

Transportation Development Division
FY 2005-07 Current Services
STIP Process Improvements
STIP Development
Technical assistance to and coordination
with local governments: Comprehensive
Plans, Transportation System Plans;
Technology Transfer Center
Statewide and Regional Studies
Analysis and Research
Long Range Planning
• Oregon Transportation Plan; modal plans

Oregon Department of Transportation

Transportation Development —
Looming Issues for FY 2006 - 2011
• Measure 37
• Population growth
• New SAFETEA-LU STIP consultation
requirements
• Current level of facility planning
inadequate to produce future highway
projects
• Oregon Transportation Plan
implementation

Oregon Department of Transportation

Transportation Development —
Looming Issues for FY2006 - 2011
continued
• Demand for Interchange Area
Management Plans (4 adopted and
26 underway)
• Lack of Drainage Facilities
Management System
• Lack of Asset Management System

Oregon Departtnent of Transportation

Transportation Development
Potential Solutions or Funding Sources:
• Reallocate Highway Funds

Oregon Departmeat of Transportation

Highway Division —
FY 2005-07 Current Services
Plans, designs, constructs, operates and
performs maintenance on the state
highway system

Oregon Department of Transportation

Highway Division Looming Issues for FY 2006 - 2011
• Increasing rate of highway closures
due to culvert failures
• Funding the Development STIP
• Modernization funding reduced
• Continued decline in highway and
bridge condition
• Declining purchasing power of gas tax
• Identifying "Projects of Statewide
Significance" has created expectations
• Columbia River Crossing Program

Oregon. Department ofTransportation

Highway
Potential Solutions or Funding Sources:
• SAFETEA-LU
• Allocating $17.6m to culvert projects in
2006 & 2007
• Shifting $7m/yr from preservation to
maintenance for chip seal project to
maintain road surfaces starting in 2008
• Allocating $5m to Maintenance for
increased fuel and material prices
• Tolling existing facilities
• Public Private Partnership Projects

Oregon Department of "Transportation

New or additional dedicated
funds from SAFETEA-LU
Highway
Public Transportation
Transportation Safety
Transportation Development
Motor Carrier
Central Services
DMV

$362,000,000
$ 23,700,000
$ 6,000,000
$
28,000
$
22,000

TOTAL, new, dedicated:

$391,750,000

0
0

Oregon Department of Transportation

Staff
Recommendations

Oregon Department of Transportation

Summary of "non-Highway" Needs
Buildings (Repair/ Replace)
DMV -Automated Testing Devices

Rail - Passenger Rail

0.00

Rail - Warning Devices

2.75

0.50
0.35
0.25
0.00
2.75

1.00

1.00

DMV - Imaging Equip (Real ID Act)

0.50

Motor Carrier - Merchant Fees

0.35

Motor Carrier - Transponders

0.25

Transit - Improvement Projects
Transit - Vehicle Replacement
Total

3.50
0.70

3.50
0.70

3.40

3.30

0.35

0.35

0.50

0.50

2.25

2.25

2.25

2.25

1.00

1.00

0.50

OiO

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

r
Summary ofHighway Needs

Preservation
Operations: slides,rockfalls&culverts
Modernization
Maintenance - Surface, Shoulder, LVR, S Contr.
Maintenance • Roadside & Vegetation
Maintenance - Traffic Services 8 ITS
Maintenance • Bridge
Maintenance - 5now & Ice & Extra Ordin. (ER)
Total

24.3
2.5 15.1

1i
0.5
0.5
0.5
2,0

1.5
0.5
0.5
0.8
2.0

|/.O) (7,0) |7.0|

(7.0)

26.8 25.0 23.0 23.0
Hi 8.5 8.5 6.5 .
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
2.0 2.0 2.0 ^ 2.0

31.8 20.4 31.8 30.0 28.0 28.0

Grand Total 170.0

Oregon Department of Transportation

Funding Profile:
Where does the money come from?
Where does the money go?

Oregon Department of Transportation

Source & Distribution of Highway,
Rail and Transit Funds...

Oregon Department of Transportation

Where the money goes...

r

Oregon Department of Transportation

Conclusion and Recommendation:
State Fiscal Year
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011
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Regional Travel
Options Program

Background

Program components

The Regional Travel Options Program is the
region's transportation demand management
(TDM) strategy for reducing reliance on the
automobile. In a coordinated effort with
public agencies and business organizations,
the Regional Travel Options Program
(RTO) promotes and supports all of the
alternatives to driving alone—riding transit,
carpooling, vanpooling, bicycling, walking
and telecommuting.

The Metro Council approved a five-year
strategic plan for the RTO program in
2004, shifting the lead role for managing
the program from TriMet to Metro. The
updated program places a major emphasis
on marketing and will be augmented by
a state funded TDM program. Public
agency partner and consultant contracts,
administered by Metro, carry out most
RTO program activities. The key program
components are:

The RTO program is primarily a marketing
program that works with people to find the
best option for them for any number of trips
they make throughout the day. Reducing
the number of vehicles on the road cuts
vehicle emissions, decreases congestion and
promotes a healthier community.

Program priorities

METRO
PEOPLE PLACES
OPEN SPACES

600 NE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR
97232-2736
Tel (503) 797-1700
Fax (503) 797-1799
www.metro-region.org

Recycled paper

Collaborative Marketing Program
This includes a trip reduction marketing
campaign under development in
collaboration with ODOT and partner
agencies from across Oregon, TriMet's
Employer Outreach Program, Wilsonville
SMART'S TDM Program, and coordination
of local partner marketing activities.

• Manage the flow of traffic and extend
Regional Rideshare - Vanpool Program
the life cycle of existing roadways by
This
program markets carpooling and
promoting travel options.
vanpooling to employers, provides internet• Support the 2040 Growth Concept and
based ride matching services through
implement Regional Transportation Plan
CarpoolMatchNW.org, and provides
policies that seek to reduce the number
vanpool services. Program elements are in
of vehicles driven to and within regional
the process of transitioning from TriMet and
centers and free up land currently used for the city of Portland to Metro and will be
parking.
integrated in a Regional Commuter Services
Program.
• Make connections between land use,
transportation and health by promoting
accessible bike and pedestrian trails and
Transportation Management Association
other safe routes throughout the region.
(TMA) Program
TMAs
are private/public partnerships that
• Support compliance with the Oregon State
provide
important leadership and active
Employee Commute Options (ECO) Rule
marketing of transportation options in the
that requires large employers to provide
Central City, Regional Centers, Industrial
incentives for alternative commuting.
Areas
and some Town Centers. The
• Develop a marketing message and
following TMAs provide trip reduction
communications plan that supports local
services to employers in the Portland
program implementation.
metropolitan area: Clackamas Regional
• Evaluate program impacts to refine
TMA, Gresham TMA, Lloyd TMA, Swan
program and marketing strategies.
Island TMA, Troutdale TMA, and Westside
Transportation Alliance.

2040 Initiatives Grant Program
This program is administered by Metro
with oversight from the RTO subcommittee.
Grant funds are allocated bi-annually
and fund TDM services and programs
implemented by local jurisdictions, TMAs
and non-profit groups located within
Metro's boundary.
Evaluation Program
This program collects, analyzes and reports
data for each RTO program. A bi-annual
evaluation report is used to refine program
development, marketing and implementation
to ensure that RTO program funds are
invested in the most cost effective ways.

Key milestones for fiscal year
2005-2006
• Complete all elements of program
transition from TriMet to Metro,
including TMA program, 2040 grant
program and vanpool program.
• Complete Rideshare Program market
analysis and implementation plan study
and begin development of Regional
Commuter Services Program at Metro.
• Develop trip reduction marketing
campaign, coordinate local marketing and
outreach activities to support campaign,
launch campaign in January 2006.
• Develop monitoring and evaluation
strategy and complete 2004-2005
evaluation report.
• Update RTO subcommittee bylaws to
better support RTO program structure
and decision-making.

Regional Travel Options
Subcommittee
The Regional Travel Options
subcommittee provides program
oversight and makes funding and policy
recommendations to the Transportation
Policy Alternatives Committee (TPAC)
to implement the RTO program. The
subcommittee includes 14 representatives
of RTO partner agencies selected by
their agencies and three citizen members •
selected by the Metro Council.

RTO subcommittee members
Agency representatives
Pam Peck, Metro, Chair
^
Lenny Anderson, Swan Island TMA-.'
Dan Bower, City of Portland
Jan Bowers, City of Vancouver
-*,
Susan Chri&tensen, DEQ
Rhonda Daniel son, TriMet
J:
Sandra Doubleday, City of GreshatftSrMohammed Fatthi, Clackamas County
Matt Hansen, Multnomah County Dan Kaempff, ODOT
Gregg Leion, Washington County
Jen Massa, City of Wilsonville SMART
Greg Theisen, Port of Portland
Rick Wallace, Oregon Office of Energy

Citizen members
Mark Gorman, citizen
Steve Gutmann, citizen
Dan Zalkow, citizen
Kathryn Harrington, citizen (alternate)
Gregg Snyder, citizen (alternate)
Angela Tinman, citizen (alternate)
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REGIONAL COMMUTER SERVICES PROGRAM
Oversight
Regional Travel Options Subcommittee

Non-Metro Jurisdiction Strategic Partners
Oregon DOT
Clark County

Mid-Valley Rideshare
City of Vancouver

Administration
Metro Rideshare
Regional program management
Tracking, reporting and contract management
Partnership development

Services
Ridematching

Vanpooling

Specialized
Assistance

Transit
Program

Marketing

Metro
Matching assistance
Web site support
• Telephone
GRH

Vanpool
Contractor(s)
Vehicle
operations and
maintenance
Formation support
TriMet
Rail feeder
services
Metro
Matching
assistance

TDM Contractor
Product
development
Telework support
VWH Support
Employer surveys
Outreach training
Evaluation

TriMet
Employer pass
programs

Marketing
Contractor
Branding
Advertising
Promotional support
Public awareness
Public relations
Collateral

Portland
Current ridematching
service through early
2006

SMART
Employer pass
programs

Outreach
TMAs

TriMet * SMART

TDM Contractor

Employer outreach in TMA area
Property manager outreach
TDM service brokering

Employer outreach in non-TMA
high transit service areas
Property manager outreach
TDM service brokering

Employer outreach in all other areas
(focus on prioritized markets)
Property manager outreach
TDM service brokering
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Top Potential Carpool/Vanpool Markets
Employment Area
Downtown Portland
Downtown Portland
Downtown Portland
Downtown Portland
Downtown Portland
Beaverton
Beaverton
Clackamas
Clackamas
Clackamas
Clackamas
Columbia Corridor
Columbia Corridor
Columbia Corridor
Hillsboro
Oregon City
Oregon City
Rivergate
Rivergate
SMART/Wilsonville
SMART/Wilsonville
Swan Island
Swan Island
Tualatin
Tualatin
Tualatin
Tualaitn
Hillsboro
Westside
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Potenitia1
Market
US 30 to St. Helens

Area

NE of l-205/SR 500
Sherwood
Wilsonville
Oregon City
Cornelius/Forest Grove
Sherwood and South
NE of l-205/SR 14
Beaverton
Canby
Molalla
Salmon Creek
Beaverton
Oregon City/West Linn/Gladstone
Forest Grove and NW
Outer SE Portland/Gresham
Molalla
NE of I-205/SR 14
Outer SE Portland
Beaverton
Salem
E of I-205/SR500
Oregon City /Gladstone
South Hillsboro
Washington County (north of US 26)
Newberg
Woodburn
NE/SE Portland
Newberg

800
700
1,000
500
900
1,300
1,000
450
500
300
250
500
750
500
650
400
200
700
500
850
1,000
300
250
1,000
400
500
500
650
800

METRO
PEOPLE PLACES
OPEN SPACES

DATE:

Oct. 5, 2005

TO:

Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation

FROM:

Regional Travel Options Subcommittee

RE:

Rideshare Program Recommendations

Background
The Regional Transportation Plan establishes ridesharing, both vanpools and carpools, as a
valuable transportation choice among a mix of options. The Regional Travel Options Program
5 — Year Strategic Plan identifies program priorities from 2003 to 2008 and identifies a series
of program components including a Regional Rideshare Program that includes both vanpool
and carpool programs. Key strategic goals for the rideshare program include:
•

Increase the number of carpools by 1,060 a year and vanpool groups by 30 a year in the
next five years resulting in an annual VMT reduction of approximately 18 million
miles.

•

Establish a baseline number of people carpooling and vanpooling in the region and
develop a measuring device that can be used to track progress.

•

Conduct a regional rideshare market analysis that identifies target areas for marketing
carpool and vanpool.

•

Determine the appropriate structure for the program.

•

Create a new marketing program for ridesharing that targets audiences in specific
locations identified by the market analysis.

•

Enhance CarpoolmatchNW.org to better serve vanpool matches.

A rideshare working group of the Regional Travel Options (RTO) Subcommittee was formed
to oversee the market analysis, review consultant work products, and recommend a program
structure. The working group had participation from staff representatives of TriMet, C-TRAN,
Wilsonville SMART, Mid-Valley Rideshare, Clark County, Swan Island TMA, ODOT, Metro
and the cities of Portland and Vancouver.
UrbanTrans Consultants Inc., with Parson Brinkerhoff and Elham Shirrazi as sub-consultants,
was hired through a competitive request for proposals process to conduct the market analysis
and develop a program implementation plan. UrbanTrans completed a comprehensive report
titled "Rideshare Program Market Research and Implementation Plan." The Rideshare
Working Group and RTO Subcommittee reviewed the plan and identified key
recommendations and immediate next steps for the region's rideshare program.
1

Study purpose
UrbanTrans Consultants was hired to answer five main questions regarding the development
and implementation of a regional rideshare program:
•

Where are we today?

•

Where are the best market opportunities for program growth?

•

What is the best organizational structure for development, implementation, and evaluation
of the regional rideshare program?

•

What are the programmatic considerations for success?

•

How do we track progress toward the five-year goal?

In the process of their research, UrbanTrans recommended that the region consider ridesharing
within the larger context of transportation demand management in general. As a result, their
report also includes several recommendations for the overall RTO program as well as the
rideshare program.
I.

Highlights of the report
A.

Market opportunities: UrbanTrans and Parsons Brinckerhoff used a variety of
quantitative and qualitative methods to identify potential rideshare target
markets for promotion of vanpool and carpool services to commuters. As a
result, they identified the most promising rideshare markets in the region and
provided a list for the subcommittee to use as they select areas to target the
program. (See page 13 of the UrbanTrans report.)
The report also recommends criteria for determining the best markets for
vanpool pilot programs and carpool promotions. (See page 17 of the
UrbanTrans report.)

B.

C.

Key program elements: UrbanTrans recommends the following four elements
for a successful rideshare program:
1.

Create a "One-Stop Shop" for TDM information.

2.

Stabilize and grow vanpooling in the region through a comprehensive
vanpool program.

3.

Maintain one regional database of drivers and riders of existing vanpools
and those seeking to be matched into carpools and vanpools.

4.

Adopt an evaluation plan including a timely and meaningful reporting
process.

Program structure and cross-partner outreach model: In order to
accomplish the program elements, UrbanTrans recommends the creation of a
Regional Commuter Services Program featuring a formal rideshare program
administered by Metro and overseen by the RTO Subcommittee. This structure
would support a "One-Stop Shop" and depend heavily on the involvement of
regional partners. (See page 24 for a program structure chart.) Just as
stakeholder input and involvement is a critical function of the RTO

Subcommittee, so it is for the overall Regional Commuter Services Program.
UrbanTrans recommends a partnership model based on collaboration and
respectful of agency, jurisdiction and partner service boundaries. (See pages 2627 for cross-partner outreach recommendations.)
D.

Supporting program goals: The RTO subcommittee adopted the following
goals recommended in the UrbanTrans report to support the program elements
and structure:
1. Support employers in developing travel option programs that improve
worksite access and reduce single occupant vehicle travel.
2. Strengthen inter-regional ridesharing through enhanced carpooling and
vanpooling services.
3. Build strong partnerships for service delivery and program coordination
while maintaining localized outreach where available - brand as a one-stop
shop.
4. Complement transit alternatives, where appropriate, through active
promotion of support services and avoid the creation of competing
afrernatives.
5. Support an environment where innovation and new technologies are applied
in services and communication.
6. Monitor and evaluate services based on bottom line cost per vehicle mile
traveled reduced and other similar quantifiable community benefits.

II.

Next steps: The RTO Subcommittee recommended that the rideshare working group
take the following next steps:
1. Identify top markets for pilot projects
2. Review program budget needs and develop a draft budget for review by the
RTO Subcommittee. Explore other funding opportunities, including federal
funding available through the reporting of vanpool passenger miles to the
Federal Transit Administration's National Transit Database.
3. Provide RTO Subcommittee with elements and recommendations for
evaluation of rideshare and overall RTO program.
4. Look at options for improving CarpoolMatchNW, the region's web based
carpool-matching tool.
5. Establish a pilot vanpool program(s).
6. Work with Metro staff to determine program staffing needs.
7. Transfer carpool program materials from PDOT to Metro.
8. Create and implement a rideshare marketing and promotional campaign for
2006.

Rideshare
Program

Market Research and Implementation Plan
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October 13, 2005
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Study Acknowledgements
• Regional Travel Options Subcommittee
• Rideshare Working Group
Pam Peck
Lenny Anderson
Bill
Barber
Todd Boulanger
Jan Bowers
Rhonda Danielson TriMet
Dan Kaempff
Jen Massa
Von Musser
Bob Ransom
Louise Tippens

Metro, Chair
Swan Island TMA
Metro
City of Vancouver
City of Vancouver (represented CTRAN at initial meetings)
ODOT
Wilsonvillc SMART
TriMet
Mid-Valley Rideshare/Cherriots
City of Portland
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Study Overview
Five main questions regarding the development and
implementation of a rideshare program:
Where are we today?
Where are the best market opportunities for progTam
growth?
What is the best organizational structure for development,
implementation, and evaluation of the regional rideshare
program?
What are die programmatic considerations for success?
How do we track progress toward the five-year goal?

Market Analysis
Market analysis revealed over thirty potential
vanpool markets utilized by over 30,000
commuters
Additional Incremental Niche Markets:
- Shuttle services to MAX light rail facilities
- TriMet Park and Rides
- Additional long distance vanpools providing door to
door service to Downtown Portland

Study Findings & Recommendations
Finding: Need for regional,
comprehensive, one-stop-shop
commuer services program with a
specific emphasis on ridesharing
exists
Recommendation: Creation of a
Regional Commuter Services Programj
featuring a formal rideshare program
administered by Metro and overseen
by the RTO Subcommittee

Study Findings & Recommendations
Regional Commuter Services Program:
- Implement priorities set forth in the Regional
Travel Options 5-Year Strategic Plan
- Create a TDM brand and lead marketing and
outreach efforts for the region
- Collaborative model featuring a comprehensive
menu of TDM services, a cohesive TDM brand
and a reliance on localized outreach efforts from
strategic partners

REGIONAL COMMUTER SERVICES
PROGRAM
Oversight
Regional Travel Options. Subcommittee -j
Non-Metro-Jurisdiction-StrategicH'artners
Oregon DOT, dark County, City of Vancouver, MidValley Rideshare

Administration
Metro Rideshare
Regional program management
Tracking, reporting and contract
management
Partnership development

REGIONAL COMMUTER SERVICES PROGRAM
Services
Vanpooling

Ridematching
Metre

Specialized
Assistance

Transit
Program

TDM Contractor

Product

Matching

Vehicle

Formation

support

GRH

Marketing

Employer pass

operations

Contractor

programs
Telework

Telephone

Marketing

Tri-Met

Advertising

support

VWH Support
Employer surveys

support

Employer pass

Red feeder

Portland

Current

services

Evaluation
Collateral

ridenmatching

service through

Matching

Outreach
TMA's
Employer outreach In TMA Area
Propertymanageroutreach

TDHservicebrokering

Tri-Met - SMART
Employeroutreachtonon-TMA

high transit service areas
Property manager outreach

TDM Contractor
Employeroutreachinallother

areas (focus on prioritized
markets)

TDHservicebrokering
TDHservicebrokering

Study Findings & Recommendations
• Finding: Vanpool Market Exists
• Recommendation: Brokerage model designed to
protect Metro from the payment of continuing unlimited
subsidies and other administrative costs associated with
the operation of vanpools

Study Findings & Recommendations
Recommended Vanpool Mode):
- Metro facilitates development of new vanpools
- Retain drivers and riders in existing vanpools through
competitive contracting
- Regional Commuter Services Program = primary
responsibility for the marketing of all regional vanpool
services
• Utilize localized outreach partners
• Supplement efforts in the identified priority markets.
• Leverage National Transit Database (Section 5307)

Study Findings & Recommendations
' Finding: Need for Singular Ridematching System
Recommendation: Maintain one regional database of
all drivers and riders of existing vanpools and those
seeking to be matched into carpools and vanpools.
- System must meet and support other program elements
including monitoring and evaluation and National
Transit Database (Section 5307) reporting.
- Identify specific partner needs, prioritize resource
requirements and evaluate options for systems

Study Findings & Recommendations
• F i n d i n g : Need to Measure Regional Commuter Program
Progress Towards 2015 Mode Split Goals
* R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : Adopt evaluation plan:
- Survey research to guide marketing and outreach efforts
- Measurement and tracking research to determine effectiveness
- Consistent data collection into electronic compilation tools, direct
surveys, and third party monitoring and evaluation in the primary
categories of:
• Awareness,
• Participation;
• Satisfaction; and
• Program Impacts
- Reporting process developed and implemented

Questions?
Thank-You!
Presenters frcm UrbanTrans Consultants, Inc
Stuart Anderson
730 17th Street, Suite 430
Denver, CO 80202
720-570-3343
andersons@urbantrans.com

John Resha
PO Box 47438
Seattle, W A

425-945-6542
reshaj@urbantrans.com

